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QQ:: Everyone’s all hot on privacy.
Encryption is the new sacrament.

There is no God but Phil Zimmerman,
and Bruce Schneier is his prophet. Or
maybe it’s the other way around. Anyway,
would you please tell me why I should both-
er about any of this? Aside from my credit
card numbers, why should I even care?

A:A:Here’s an amazing answer: maybe
you shouldn’t.

There are two basic rules to security
considerations of any sort, computerized
or otherwise: 1) The effort put into
security should be consonant with what
you’re trying to protect, and 2) a steel
front door does no good if the back wall
of the house is missing. Or, putting it
another way, security should be appro-
priately scaled, and it should be applied
evenly. Sort of like a good coat of paint.

There is nothing inherently good
about security. It is a negative concept: it
exists, in its entirety, for purposes of pre-
vention. In a perfect world, the entire
apparatus could go away and it would

be unmourned. Security people are
peculiar and are best avoided whenever
possible. They are suspicious and nasty-
minded. On days when you’re scheduled
to deal with a security person, the best
thing to do is to call in sick. The best
face you can possibly put on a security
briefing is that it fills in that time before
lunch that you would otherwise have
spent clipping your toenails. And while
security manuals are ubiquitous, free
and generally mandatory, no one ever
gives you a manual on how to deal with
security people so that you come out
ahead, mostly because the pinheads in
management would assign the task of
writing such a thing to the experts: the
security people, who after all, are there
to help you. Right. They’re there to keep
the corporate secrets secure and your
welfare is definitely a secondary con-
sideration, one which would be on the
same level of urgency as replacing the
company parking sticker on your car,
except these are the people responsible
for that whole debacle in the first place,

and typically, parking decals rank in
importance several levels above food 
and water.

What they don’t tell you is that secur-
ity departments are, in fact, staffed by
very nice people who operate by a set 
of rules laid down by raving maniacs
known as “security experts,” whose world
view is only slightly more thoroughly
skewed than that of your average serial
killer. And in every corporation there is
someone with a title like “Assistant to the
Vice President of Human Resources,” or
“Deputy Ombudsman,” or even “Cor-
porate Intellectual Property Liaison,”
whose chief duty in life–one which is
never, ever written down as a formal 
policy or job description–is to keep the
security department firmly in check and
repair the damage that it continually
does. Only in this way does the corpor-
ation keep functioning. Management
sees him as a necessary evil, employees
see him as a running-dog lackey and the
security department would see him as a
Communist if it weren’t so clear that 

“Don’t tell anybody!…
Pass it on.”
– A future head of 
corporate security

“Why not tell me your secret?
With two of us to keep it, 
it’ll be twice as secret.”
– A gentleman of the
Fourth Estate

“You’re known by your 
enemies. Make good ones.”
– “Hercules and the
Amazon Women”

Mr. P.’s Unnerving Sense of Security
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he’s the Antichrist. His pay is unspectacular and everyone dis-
likes him. The only reason he stays on the job is that his inter-
nal vision of what would happen if he left terrifies him.

Security people see the world differently. Risk management 
is their life. It is difficult enough in most modern work environ-
ments to see any positive outcome whatsoever aside from a pay-
check. Security people have it far worse. Their job is specifically
not to pay any attention to the main goal of the workplace, but
to pay attention to whatever threatens that goal. We see some-
one slip on a puddle of water in the hallway and we concentrate
on the immediate damage. A security-minded person makes a
note to put another song and dance, with graphics, about “slips,
trips and falls” into the next annual security briefing, and goes
back to read the Morbidity and Mortality Report to see what per-
centage of people who slip on the way to the water fountain do
not survive the experience.

It is from this mentality that information security springs. It
is the job of banks, for example, to make certain they, and only
they, have the ability to wire hundreds of millions of dollars on
deposit with them to and from various other institutions. His-
torically, this has been done very simply: bank employees pick
up the telephone and use verbal passwords for authentication.

The Internet needs a bit more. But what? Mr. Protocol is
cautiously glad you asked.

The only people who bother with information security 
considerations are those who believe they would suffer if others
gained access to information that they hold without their per-
mission. This theory provides a rich area of exploitation for the
paranoid. It’s also common sense for everybody, to some degree.
The most obvious example of this is the credit card. Security at
the time of use is basically nonexistent, therefore, the only secu-
rity available is to deny knowledge of the credit card number.
We keep them secret. We only keep them moderately secret,
instead of lock-the-card-in-a-bank-vault secret, because in order
to make the whole thing work, legislation had to be passed lim-
iting people’s liability in cases of forged charges. Otherwise, no
one would dare use the things. The credit industry as a whole
eats the differential in fraudulent charges, then turns around
and collects interest on the unpaid balances to offset the losses
and make a thundering profit.

However, we still keep the numbers moderately secret. This
means that we don’t send credit card numbers in email, at least,
most of us are sufficiently paranoid not to. Electronic com-
merce on the Web, however, is only practical with credit card

accounts, which means that people have to be able to transmit
the numbers over the Web without great risk of them being
stolen. Stolen credit card numbers don’t have to be diverted,
either. They only have to be copied in transit, so that while we
notice when our credit cards are gone from our wallet, a credit
card number theft on the Internet is an invisible crime, at least
until the bill arrives.

The first line of defense against this is a piece of software
called the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), which Mr. P. has dis-
cussed in the not-too-distant past. This is a piece of software
which really belongs in the operating system, but which in-
stead exists as a library used by applications. It permits a TCP
session to be encrypted in a secure fashion. Credit card num-
bers and any other sensitive personal information can be 
sent with some assurance over such an encrypted connection
because if intercepted, the packets look like random garbage.

This sort of encryption requires that a secret be shared
between the sender and the receiver. The basis of this key is 
a medium-sized glop of organized cryptographic information
known as a “certificate,” which in turn is digitally “signed” by 
a known trustworthy entity. Digital signatures are a pattern of
numbers derived from the certificate, which demonstrate that
the numbers in the certificate proper haven’t been tampered
with. This certificate, which is built into the application when
it is distributed, acts as the basis for the shared secret used to
encrypt communications.

These certificates have finite lifetimes. The theory behind
that, according to the certificate authorities, is that progress in
cryptographic research means that beyond a certain period of
years, the security provided by the certificate’s encryption will
become inadequate. Therefore, the certificate is created with 
an expiry date. The certificates built into the first Web browsers
to use SSL communications expired on January 1, 2000, so 
that as of this writing, all sorts of old Web browsers have sud-
denly started popping up warnings about expired certificates.
Although the advice given just about everywhere is “Update
your browser,” this isn’t always practical, and, in fact, it is pos-
sible to pop the old certificate out and install a new one with-
out retiring the browser.

Thus the Web is provided with reasonably secure com-
munications.

Security’s in the Eye of the Beheld
Most people never have to move beyond that. However, if

one looks around, it isn’t hard to find folks who, as much as
they might wish it, don’t fall in with what “most people” need.
Take email. There are the people who send things via email
that they’d rather not have read by people other than the
intended recipients. Some of these people are working on sen-
sitive technology in big-money start-ups, for example, or are
exchanging email about contract negotiations, email that the
people on the other side of the table would just love to read.
Then there are the people who need to keep their email secret
from the CIA, the NSA, the NRO, the FBI, the Trilateral
Commission, the UFOs and all seven clones of Lee Harvey
Oswald. No, really! Security isn’t in the eye of the beholder. 
It’s in the eye of the beheld.
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The certificates built into
the first Web browsers to
use SSL communications
expired on January 1, 2000,
so all sorts of old Web
browsers have suddenly
started popping up warnings
about expired certificates.



Because the audience is smaller, there are fewer obvious
tools available. Aside from certain closed-architecture products
(you go all or nothing: everybody buys the same package),
there are some solutions around. One of the most popular 
is Phil Zimmerman’s Pretty Good Privacy. PGP is a strong
encryption package based on public-key technology, and has
for years been the center of a particularly enlightening zoo 
centered around the export policies of the United States. The
U.S. government, as a few jungle tribesmen may not know,
regards encryption technology above a certain strength as a
munition. PGP and bazookas fall into the same export cate-
gory. Interestingly, it is still possible to export PGP without 
an export license, although not a bazooka, because the source
code for PGP can be printed into a hardbound book and freely
shipped around the world, thanks to the First Amendment to
the Constitution of the United States, guaranteeing freedom of
speech. It is more difficult to do this with a bazooka. It is not
legal, however, to export the same book if it has a pocket inside
the back cover containing a diskette with the identical contents
of the book on it, in magnetic form. Machine-readable source
code is a no-no. Only human-readable source code is allowed.
I swear, as Dave Barry says, “I am not making this up.” 

This has led to the creation of T-shirts with a highly com-
pact Perl program printed on them, which does strong encryp-
tion, or would, if you typed it in. On the front of the shirt is
the text of the Perl program. On the back of the shirt is the
same program in a (machine-scannable) bar code. This makes
the T-shirt legally a munition, a distinction the T-shirt loudly
advertises (it’s a very busy design).

Given PGP, and a mail program that knows how to use it
(such as exmh), it is possible to exchange email with someone
also fitted out with a PGP-capable mail system, so long as the
two of you have managed to exchange the public keys required
by the encryption system. Keys are big numbers. Very big
numbers. When you hear about 56-bit keys, or 1,024-bit keys,
they’re referring to how many bits it takes to hold the number.
The bigger the key, the longer it takes to crack the encryption.
How big is big enough? That’s a moving target. Right now,
1,024-bit keys are probably big enough. And 2,048-bit keys
will probably be good for decades, unless a general attack is
discovered that makes it possible to break the particular en-
cryption algorithm being used.

Key distribution, as it’s called, is always the weak link in
such systems. That’s why technical conferences often have
“key-signing parties,” in which people gather in a room merely
to exchange public keys so they can later send one another
encrypted mail. The public key is put on an overhead projec-
tor, the person stands up and says, “Hi, I’m really Joe Blow,
and sure enough, that’s my public key.” People write it down.
And on and on. Usually, the keys are distributed in electronic
form too, to save writing, but for the truly paranoid, there’s
nothing like getting it firsthand.

This gives us secure Web commerce and secure email.
Aren’t there more general tools?

Yes, there are. Secure Web page traffic is built on a software
library called IPSec, which stands, funnily enough, for Inter-
net Protocol Security. It is a library that permits two systems

to establish an encrypted TCP session. As mentioned above, 
it should be part of the kernel, but isn’t. In the next version 
of IP, IPv6, it will be part of the standard, and the software
library will hopefully go away–everyone will be able to estab-
lish encrypted TCP connections over IPv6.

On the user end of things, there’s the Secure Shell. ssh is 
a protocol specification being developed under the auspices 
of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to permit 
encrypted interactive sessions. ssh acts as a replacement for
Telnet, supporting an interactive shell session across the net-
work. Not many people use Telnet anymore, so ssh isn’t
exactly taking over the world. However, it does a number of
other things, which make it mind-bogglingly useful. The real
model for ssh is rsh, the old Berkeley Remote Shell applica-
tion that nobody in his right mind runs on the open Internet
anymore because it’s a rampaging security hole masquerading
as a convenient remote command execution facility. ssh has 
a similar user syntax, but the security isn’t in the same universe
as rsh. There is strong authentication of both the client and
server identities, and strong encryption of everything sent over
the connection.

In addition, ssh also provides a utility called scp, or
Secure Copy, which does the job that rcp did, in a secure
fashion. It can transfer one or more files over the Internet,
using the same strong authentication and encryption as ssh.

Saving the best for last, we ask “Who need’s a shell prompt?
I want X Window!”

The answer is ssh covers that base too. The protocol has 
a general facility for forwarding connections. One connection
type that can be forwarded is a connection to an X server. To
the user, it looks easy. Open a ssh session with the remote sys-
tem and start running X Window commands. The ssh client
and server connections will forward the X connections of the
client X programs to the X server on your local machine. The
bonus is the X Window protocol packets that move over the
Net are encrypted. No one can read your X session, and no
one can spoof it. This is the only secure way to run an X 
session over the Internet of which Mr. Protocol is aware.

Creating a Data Haven
These tools of institutionalized paranoia don’t do anything

that you can’t already do faster and cheaper without all the
security schlog. Who needs it?

One answer is to be found in Neal Stephenson’s novel
Cryptonomicon. In this story, an American company is formed
by a group of maverick high-tech experts whose purpose is to
found a “data haven” on a South Pacific island, whose sover-
eign status allows customers around the world to use it as an
extremely high-security repository for data beyond the reach
of national and international governmental authorities. Mr.
Protocol has mentioned years ago that such an idea seemed
obvious. As Stephenson points out, the only real technical
problem is the provision of a very high-bandwidth data pipe
to connect the repository to the rest of the world. Now, Slash-
dot (http://slashdot.org) is reporting that the South
Pacific island state of Nauru is attempting to become just
such a repository. Actually, it turns out that Nauru is being
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used (primarily) by Russians to funnel a conservatively esti-
mated $50 billion out of Russia and back in again, money
that actually does not even transit Nauru, whose telecommu-
nications facilities alternate between poor and broken. Still,
reality is getting close to fiction here. And, as Stephenson
points out, the customers lining up to use such a facility
would be corporations and big-time crimi-
nals. In the case of Nauru, it would appear 
its depositors are both at the same time.

One doesn’t have to be the Russian Mafia
to want data security, though. Those securi-
ty departments do work in the interests of
their corporations because there really are
people out there who would like to rip off
data. With the end of the Cold War, brush
wars are popping up. The principles behind
these do have stringent security require-
ments, and international political movements (above and
below ground) just love the new encryption technologies.
Hometown corporations are increasingly the target of real-
life economic spies looking for a free high-tech boost for
their own hometown markets.

Mr. Protocol has always recognized that security through
obscurity is a poor replacement for real security when real
security turns out to be necessary. However, a very small 
pebble on a very large beach is usually secure no matter what.
The new encryption technologies and capabilities probably

aren’t of use to private individuals for anything beyond credit
card transactions. Privacy in the United States is going to 
hell in a handbasket, as anyone who reads Lauren Weinstein’s
Privacy Forum is aware (http://www.vortex.com/
privacy). However, most of the data we’d like to keep 
private, such as our medical and banking records, aren’t 

really under our control to begin with.
Corporations have a lot more to lose,

because they do control their information. 
If you work on anything you don’t want the
competition to see, and you want to work
on it from home, then ssh and its ilk are 
a mighty fine idea.   ✒

Mike O’Brien has been noodling around the
UNIX world for far too long a time. He knows he
started out with UNIX Research Version 5 (not

System V, he hastens to point out), but forgets the year. He thinks 
it was around 1975 or so.

He founded and ran the first nationwide UNIX Users Group
Software Distribution Center. He worked at Rand during the glory
days of the Rand editor and the MH mail system, helped build
CSNET (first at Rand and later at BBN Labs Inc.) and is now work-
ing at an aerospace research corporation.

Mr. Protocol refuses to divulge his qualifications and may, in
fact, have none whatsoever. His email address is amp@cpg.com.
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